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Abstract

Nowadays, we apply various distributed systems (cloud, fog) which con-
sist of multiple, autonomous resources that communicate through a network.
These systems are very popular, however, have to face many security chal-
lenges. One of the most signi�cant challenges is the secure user authentica-
tion. If it is breached, con�dentiality and integrity of the data or services may
be compromised. In the case of Software as a Service model, the cloud ser-
vice provider takes responsibility for securing all the data from unauthorized
access.

The password usage is an especially common and widespread form of
user authentication. Several types of suggestions and solutions exist (i.e.
password-authenticated key exchange), as there are several known vulnera-
bilities as well. These vulnerabilities include various key loggers, dictionary
attacks, phishing attacks or stolen passwords from the server.

Boneh and Franklin [1] formalized the notion of Identity-Based Encryption
(IBE), which uses bilinear pairings over elliptic curve groups. In IBE setting,
the public key of a user can be any arbitrary string, typically the e-mail
address. There is no need for Bob to go to the Certi�cate Authority to verify
the public key of Alice. In this way an IBE can greatly simplify certi�cate
management.

The proposed protocol is a secure key exchange protocol where the entity
authentication is provided by the identity-based key pair. The registration
results in users exchanging password-based long-lived keys with the servers
of the provider. Our proposed registration phase is an ideal choice for multi-
server authentication. Each server stores the bilinear map of a password
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share, hence if a server is compromised on provider's side real passwords are
not revealed. A formal security analysis is also provided. Security of the
proposed registration protocol is based on the assumptions that MAC is ex-
istentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack and Bilinear
Di�e-Hellman problem is computationally infeasible in the Random Oracle
Model.
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